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INTRODUC'FION

pressure. Then it was subjected to another
experiment under otherwise the same conditions.

The removal of cyanogen chloride from streams
mf
polluted
air by ASC carbon, includes
physical
adsorption
followed
by chemical
reactions in the presence of
copper(2+)
and
chromium(6÷)
additives[l]. The efficiency of
chemiscrptipn depends on the Cr (6-) and Cu (2-)
content of the
activated carbon. Changes in
the
oxidation
state
of
these ions are
associated
with
carbon deactivation[2],
a
process which is accelerated upon exposure to
high humidities at elevated temperatures[3],
Xt was suggested[4] that HCI evolved during the
~hemisorption destroys the active species by
reducuion of chromium(6÷):
6HC1 ÷ 2Cr 6÷

•

> 3C12 ÷ 2Cr 3÷ + 6H ÷

This is an attempt to expl ~aln Zhe deactivation
of an impregnated carbon in the course of
c.hemisorption
of
cyanogen
cluloride. Since
physical
adsorption
precedes the chemical
reaczions, deactivation may not be solely due
to changes in chromium oxidation state but also
to low availability of ac'.ive sites.
The conversion of CNC1 into strongly adsorbed
higher molecules is proposed as a possible
route of surface deactivation,
EXPERIFF~NTAL
Dry samples of activated carbon were packed
into 24 mm diameter cylindrical columns. CNC1
was taken directly from a cylinder at a flow
rate of 4 co/rain and diluted with dried air
(R.H.=20%) to a concentration of 3 mE/1. CNC1
in
~he
effluent
air
was
de~ermined
electrochemically as a chloride ion
after
trapping in a 2N Na0H solution. Break'.hrough
time
was
determined visually by a color
reaction wi~h pyridine-dimedone reagent
(limit
of detecuion: 2-3~g/I).
The tests were carried out using 4 cm deep
columns
(10g carbon) through which the flow
rate was 2 l/rain. Different exposure times were
taken, at the end of which each carbon bed was
heated up to 50"C for 16 hours under reduced
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1 shows breakthrough times of carbon
beds, pre-exposed to cyanogen chloride and
treated at 50"C under reduced pressure, as a
function of exposure time. the point designated
as 2nd breakthrough refers to a bed pre-exposed
up to its full adsorption capacity. The point
at the lower right represents a bed after two
full adsorption cycles. It can be seen from the
figure
that
the
additive
time
of two
successive exposures, exceeds the breakthrough
time (117 min) obtained in one continuous run.
This means that partial regeneration takes
place during the desorption stage.
Cyanogen chloride uptake on Cu-Cr impregnated
carbon is accompanied with precipitation of
products which retain on the surface after the
regeneration process. Surface compositions of
as received ASC and CNCl-treated (PCK) carbon
samples, as determined by XPS, is summarized in
Table i. There is an increase in carbon content
and parallel decrease in oxygen content of PCK
charcoal, which can be attributed to products
precipitation. "Moreover,
the
appearance of
nitrogen and chlorine species in equivalent
amounts on the PCK surface, shows clearly that
these precipitates originate from CNC1 monomer.
An
aromatic
trimer, C~N3C1 ~ , was already
mentioned as o n e possible ~rodu~t[5].
Since it has been established that the active
centers for cyanogen
chloride
destruction
contain Cr(6+) associated with copper(2÷)[6],
and aged carbon loses its effec~.iveness due to
reduction of Cr(6+) to Cr(3+) species, the
question which arises is whether the adsorption
process stopped when the conversion of Cr (6+)
is completed? There could be at least one more
reason
for
carbon
deactivation,
i.e. an
accumulation of surongly adsorbed products of
cyanogen chloride. These products result in
surface
coverage
which
diminishes
the
availability of adsorption sites.
XPS

spectra

of

Cr

and Cu species before and

after the
exposure
were
also
recorded.
Cr(2P 3 ) spectrum
was resolved into Cr(3~)
peaks i~ binding energies of 576.50 and ~77.64
eV,
and Cr(6÷) c ~ p o n ~ t ,
a: bindS-hE energy of
579.09
eV. Both
species
~
present in
approximately equal amounts on the basis of
peak area, for the two types of c a r b o ~ . These
results
show
that
upon chem/sorption of
cyanogen chloride, chromium impregnan~s,
which
are considered the active sites, do not undergo
sign/ficant chang~ /1% their oxidation state.
The
Cu (22 q/2 )
~S
spectrum
shows
no
sigruificant-cnang~.= /a% the composition of copper
species upon exposure to CNCl, as well.
The conclusion is inevitable that deactivation
is at least partially due to blockage of active
sites by products deposition. This situation is
analogous to catalyst deactivation by coke
formation,
where large product molecules cover
the active centers and slow down the reac*~ion.
Breakthrough :ime is therefore an indication to
the. efficiency of carbon catalyst as a CNC1
neutralizer.
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TABLE 1 - Elemental concentrations
as de~.ermined bv XPS

Carbon
type
ASC
PCK

C

0

Cr

Cu

N

78.1

18.7

1.5

1.7

0.2

i!. 8

i. 7

I. 3

-2

82.3

.

(atomic~)

.

.

C1

-2

.

ASC carbon, exposed to CNCI.
In many cases of catalyst deac'.ivation, a
complete regeneration can be ach/eved by air
oxidation
under
elevated
temperatures. A
partial regeneration of active carbon was also
shown to be possible, resulting in cumulative
service time longer than breakthrough time,
as
can
be
seen
from
Figure
I. However,
regenera:ion of acZive carbon is limited to low
temperatures at which removal of high reac'.ion
products
from the surface is not efficient, it
is believed that a complete removal of these
compounds could restore the adsorption capacity
to a larger extent.
CONCLUSIONS
....
Cu(2÷)
and Cr(6÷) species, the active centers,
retain in significant amounts after adsorption
of CNC1 has been completed. However,
these
sites are not available for further reac:ion
when covered by adsorbed product molecules.
A partial surface regeneration, the extent of
which is inversely proportional to the exposure
t~ane, can be acb_ieved by moderate heating.
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Fizure ! - Breakt,hrough time as a function of
pre-treatmen~ period with CNCI.
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